operation would not negligibly affect us. It does EVERY DAY!

noisy inside our home and outside. We were assured this special example
Please follow through with our complaints for it is so

but most do.

Can the town ban the use of jack plates? Not all their trucks use them
the noise level as low as permitted. We don’t see a difference

thought after last years complaint the Board asked Mr. Carol to lower

Last week two machines were being at the same time all day.

PLEASE MAKE THEM STOP!!

before 7am and occasionally exit before 7am.

beeping/moving anywhere from 6:20 on. Trucks regularly enter the pit
The permit stakes hours are between 7am - 5pm. The machinery starts

The permit stakes hours are between 7am - 5pm. The machinery starts

permisssible. Last year during the Row 4 week, I documented trucks
Traveling/high noise other than directly to the Newport Plant is not

north. This has increased the already unbearable noise produced.
Not investigated and reason without any consequences.

Over past years our complaints have not been thoroughly enforced.

Who oversees or enforces the everyday gravel operation?

Re: Complainant NSGC/Anderon Property
Please enter into ongoing minutes
Goshen Selectmans Meeting
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